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About This Game

Would you like to improve your fluency in English? Are you a Virtual Reality (VR) fan who loves adventures?

The Secret of Puffin Cove is the perfect game for you. A conversational adventure game in VR that lets you practice your C1
level of English speaking!

You set sail off the southern coast of England, where a charismatic pirate tour guide helps you on a journey to solve a huge
mystery at Morwen Bay. Armed with an intermediary level of English and a taste for adventure, you investigate a ghost story

and navigate stormy weather to uncover the secret of Puffin Cove.

NOTES

For a better experience make sure you use a good quality microphone. HTC VIVE and Oculus Rift headsets come with
an integrated microphone, while most of the Microsoft Mixed Reality headsets don't. In the latter case, make sure you

use headphones with an integrated microphone.
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Title: The Secret of Puffin Cove
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Play2Speak
Publisher:
Silverwing Productions S.L.
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 980

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: PC must be VR ready

English
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the secret of puffin cove. the secret of puffin cove steam

if your a fan of some of the other games like honey cam studios and such this game does not live up to the hype its more like a
spreadsheet game. Pros:
The art and the story art well done & unique. I hope there is more content based on the world and characters. I like that there are
multiple endings you can easily choose via chapter select.

Cons:
Some of the puzzles are kind of obscure.. I picked this one up on a discount as it looked promising. You are supposed to control
a faction of people that survived the world ending. I am how ever having a hard time figuring the game out and the tutorial isn’t
that informative. Beeing turned based the game isn’t that fast paced either. I didn’t found it fascinating enough to play around
much with it. The game is in an early stage so perhaps it will develop into something more worthwile.. Is this a horror game?

I can see how, it's scary how poorly made it is.

I bought it for $0.09 on 11/16/16, or November 16th, 2016.

It was on sale, had $0.09, bought it. Basically free.

I'm keeping it for the memes.

But what do I rate it? I HAVE NO IDEA.. This is the continuation of Hacker Evolution, and it sets up and entirely new scenario.
If you enjoyed the first one, you're bound to love this one!. Do you like Gradius? Then grab this game. Lots of powerful
weapons and subweapons, cool enemies and levels with lots of tight areas to dodge through with cool boss fights at the end of
each level. It's good stuff.. i love this simulator more than the thrid one and it looks nicer than the first one witch realy didnt
count as ny since it was the nj path but this has som pertentail to expand with DLC since this simulator depics late 80s early 90s
id love to ask if there will be dinferent train options like right now only option we have are the red birds would be ncie to have a
80s graffiti version and possible the staniless steel R62 /R62A as a drivable option for the seven line a good idea for more AI
cars is for queens burogh plaxa to have the other side on the BMT n line side to have eather movign trains on that side to make it
more simulated for queensbourgh plaza also would be nice to have conductor option in the schedules area if i you dotn wana
drive a train some tiems u can be the conductor for the driver i only have 1 thing to complanigh abotu witch is that the eather
like snow store should be liek falling snow not jasut wind and also the ai conductor is too picky on where i stop on the platform i
try to make my stops a few inches after the 10 car marker and some tiemsi have to move up or back up the train makign me late
on the schedule but the stanless steeel cars would be a ncie DLC for a few dolllars like the R62 subway car other than that i
think the train ride is accurate with the model of the train ti feels old and its prwetty good cant wait for next update
. I'm not even going to knock the game for needing two legacy drivers (audio and video) because the issues are so well
documented that it only took a few minutes to fix. I will, however, say that I can't recommend this game to anyone.

It's not poorly made. The graphics are well made for it's time and everything functions as it should. Unfortunately the gameplay
is entirely inferior to those who have come before it. Single player consists of a series of Call of Duty style narrative maps with
the addition of a squad of bots to help you against the enemy. Unfortunately the boys are invulerable and not terribly helpful.
They will never accomplish much other than blocking your line of fire because they appear to not understand objectives and
since they don't die they never do things like hold a postion while you flank because the second the bots find a path to you they
simply run forward and wherever you're emerging from becomes the front line.

My advice: play Unreal Tournament on assualt maps. There's no poorly written story but the bots feel like actual members of
your team and are actually working to acheive the same objective you are rather than just being placeholders to make you feel
less alone.
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You can get tower defence games free, why would you ever buy this?. just doesnt work. The hexcells games were fantastic, the
squarecells game was a similar concept but more limited, and this game just doesn't work for me.

Its certainly a 'me thing', not a 'game thing' - i found the addition of math to remove the logical abstract thinking which i so
enjoyed in the other games. It made it a chore, rather than an interesting exploration.. i wanna live in hollywood now. The game
is generic and a repetitive grind from the start. Item crafting is nonsense. The real issue though is the developer is extremely
shady. See that MMO tag? Guess what, this game isn't an MMO, yet they advertise it as one. The developers originally claimed
that if you purchased the game, you would receive the MMO for free. Now that doesn't seem to be the case anymore, as they
clearly state the MMO will not be a free game.

The developer has supposedly started Alpha Testing their MMO, but in order to be considered to test, you have to buy THIS
game first. So, instead of creating a new game\/MMO here on Steam and listing it as Early Access, they've taken signups to their
own personal website and require that you buy this unrelated game first. Seems like total bait to me.

Avoid this game.. 10\/10 Most responsive and easy to use horns.. I originally bought their game Eldritch, and saw this one after
adoring that game. From my name you can tell this one was an easy sale. But aside from that, I love Buffy the Vampire Slayer.
One of my favorites growing up. This has that type of feel for sure, and I love it. In my opinion, though a bit biased, is that this
is a worth it purchase.. Hello there i ve played about 35h in the Soft Launch.
I wont talk much about the gameplay since you can just youtuber/twitch that anyway.
However I want to talk about how it feels to play.

Exciting, action paced and fast.
I know many people want to compare this game to DBD so here I go.

TOXICITY
There is no post-game chat, runners and hunters cannot write to each other ingame. Toxicity is limited to ingame behavior,
mainly teabaging. Teabagging as runner while in a chase is quite hard cus it gets you killed most of the time so +rep for those
that can pull it off. Hunters can chose to tunnel a runner but that ordinary leads into the runner-team's victory since the other 4
peeps will just do the objectives while the huner is camping/tunneling one dude. Facecamping is not possible since Support
Runner Class can ressurect a downed survivor with their arrows, and they get a generous invul before being able to take damage
again. Runners can also chose a perk to become ressurrected with 3 full health making it not possible for a hunter to kill them
instantly.

BALANCE:
DG is more balanced than DBD.
That is probably due to DBD depth and high variety of perks which the devs didnt manage to balance out on the long go. DG is
still fairly new therefor its balance has not been upset yet.

DG STAFF
Deathgarden staff are incredibly active in the Official Discord, I actually saw them play the game during the soft launch and
often played with them on voice chat too. NOAH_BHVR and others are actually good at the game therefor I feel like they
understand what they are doing and trust them in not upsetting its balance in the future. They listen a lot to the community and
have been hella interested in a number of creative suggestions. I.e. adding a cinema to the lobby where teams could watch YT
videos together while queueing. +rep if they will implement this!

FUN
Kinda similar to DBD it is fun to play runner in a team even when you lose. If you suck as hunter, its frustrating to play hunter,
however playing hunter is still more exciting since chasing runners is more of an active thing to do than hiding in tall grass.
Hunters can teabag which makes the game a lot fun when winning as hunter (YAY).
A skilled hunter can still own a coordinated team that uses voice chat. YES THATS TRUE. Check out twitchers like
Umbra_BUG(one loss) and Wyvyrias (currently unbeaten) they both have impressive win streaks on record. The Deathgarden
Champion is not as weak and helpless as a DBD Killer, trust me on that. I personally main runner and often destroy hunters with
my runner teams nontheless.

Hope that gave you some insight. have fun and game on. totally recommend the game ofc. see you in the garden
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. I really should have gotten this when I was younger (would have made playing my wii less boring)! A charming and
heartwarming game... of pure and utter tyranny!!!!!!

  Seriously this game is fun, but I ended up being eviler in this then I did in Overlord, where you play as a straight out
parody/expy of Sauron! Even a armored glowing eyed tyrant has nothing on this red ermine caped, mass murdering, resource
hungry polygamy loving motherF#$% that you control in this game. Who, by the way, is at the most a $%&##@$%@ ten year
old!

  The games cutesy (and charming) visuals do a great job hiding the fact your are basically commiting mass genocide on all who
oppose your benevolent dictatorship. Cute little monsters are slaughted for just standing around, kingdoms are invaded under
the short sighted rantings and "advice" of a egostical Don Quixote expy who is a lllllittle bit too close to his cow mount , and you
literally destroy and screw mothernature itself to get the money to finance all your war mongering (and shopping malls!). Even
your citizens are not safe, as you can toy with their lives if you really feel like it. I feel that if the orginal developers had a larger
budget, you would have been able to pull a Kind David and marry the widows of all the fallen subjects you "accidentally" sent to
fight against giant frog monsters as a farmer. Take that Mike!

The game is huge, getting loot feels great, and there is tons of extra content. The only downside is that there are a few set up
issues if you are using a lesser computer, so be warned. Also you will eventually become a horrible person. Have fun!. I mean
this game is very basic. Arcade game, its fun to play once in a while.

Early Access is READY!!!:
AHOY VR STEAMERS!

Our Monkey Island-esque adventure is on STEAM! You can now download and play The Secret of Puffin Cove: take off on a
ghost pirate hunting adventure, while practicing your C1 English at the same time!

Please share with us your feedback so we can make the next updates better!

Share with your friends and have fun practicing your English in this wacky seaside adventure!

. New Updates:
This latest version (0.0.3) of the game includes several fixes:

 Corrected typos in the scoring system.

 Corrected typos in the text of the conversation with Finn.

 You are now able to progress to the boat trip even after putting the coin into the luggage.

 We have been tuning the scoring system a bit more.

Thank you very much to participate with your feedback
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